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Leading Whole-Organisation 
Purpose 

Imagine your organisation, 
if and when everyone and everything  

converges towards peak performance… 
 

Engage with, connect to, align with, converge around, lead and cocreate Whole-Organisation purpose 

 
 

We are delighted to announce the course  
‘Leading Whole-Organisation Purpose’,  

to be held this autumn 
 

at the  
  DoubleTree by Hilton in Amsterdam, 

October 11 & 12, 2022 
 
 
The primary purpose of any organisation is value creation. Its value stream is the vital 
artery to make that possible. The organisation’s whole value stream capability enables 
the people working within it to translate the intent of creating value ultimately into 
products and services that are of value to its customers (in the broadest sense) to fulfil 
their needs. At core, this shared intent of value creation, its core purpose, should 
connect everyone in the organisation and unite everything together. Without it, making 
profit, doing good, innovating, cannot be achieved.  
 
The question many organisations face today is ‘How do we survive and thrive in a 
world of relentless change?’ Perspective, coherence and connection, fundamental 
conditions for systemic progress, are under constant threat. How can we get everyone 
on the same page, organise value stream continuity and lead value creation sustainably 
while confronted with unparalleled challenges and disruption? Prevailing silo-system 
thinking and behaviour, allied to pressures of short-term shareholder value, make it 
near impossible to perform beyond silo-optimisation – let alone to transform and 
innovate to successfully meet the future needs of customers.   
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The Leading Whole-Organisation Purpose course aims to develop practical 
understanding of how an organisation can be strategically led as one differentiated 
whole. We introduce to you the evidence-based Meta process From Silo to Whole1 
including the purpose Value Frame® a fractal geometry for defining and leading whole 
organisation purpose2. With this innovative and thoroughly proven instrument, purpose 
value-creation can be defined over the short-, medium- and long-term, designed for 
optimal value creation. The outcome is one MECE3 set of non-negotiable principles 
serving as the calibration instrument for strategic decision-making while fostering 
integral collaboration. Leading this core purpose of whole value creation towards 
performance at peak is vital to the organisation's survival and future thriving. It 
empowers the systemic business continuity, creating value sustainably in this VUCA 
world. With the Value Frame®, purpose becomes scalable and measurable, enabling 
people to make the whole of what they are performing much bigger than the sum of the 
parts; and thus, the organisation can both live and deliver its purpose.  
 

  The Leading Whole-Organisation Purpose course will provide you with a clear and 
powerful understanding and experience of what Leading Whole Organisation Purpose 
is, what thinking, framing and behaviour you need, and how to develop and grow 
purpose performance within your own organisation for the benefit of all stakeholders. 
 
Your outcome will be: 

- to understand a systemic roadmap design towards next-level leadership and 
integral value co-creation.  

- to understand how to define the core purpose of your organisation using the 
Value Frame®. This provides you with the whole purpose of your organisation 
as a coherent overview of the organisation’s twelve unique MECE design 
principles of systemic value. 

- to understand how to define your organisation’s current purpose performance in 
relation to at peak 

- to understand the use of the core Purpose Value Frame® as a calibration 
instrument for strategic decision making 

- readiness to embark on the systemic journey towards next-level and integral 
value co-creation, having a range of options how to use, organise, lead and 
work with the core purpose Value Frame®. 

- a handbook with detailed information about the Value Frame® and its 
background 

- a first experience with working with the Value Frame® software Intent®4 
 
Experiencing the outcome of the core purpose Value Frame®, people often talk of the 
DNA of an organisation’s living identity: these twelve unique design principles serve as, 
so to speak, the ‘codons’ of the organisation’s DNA, supplying an unprecedented level 
of detail, understanding and precision. Plus, you will develop a practical understanding 
of how to work with the Value Frame® yourself, leading your (and any organisation’s) 
systemic value creation forward. Being a social-technological instrument, it enables 
you to define your organisation’s core purpose, to connect people to that unique 
purpose, and to clarify what systemic differentiating value the organisation provides. 
Differentiating value, that is ultimately expressed in all of its products and services.  
 

 
1 Image attached in fact box, attachment 1. 
2 Image attached in fact box, attachment 1. 
3 MECE: an acronym for the phrase Mutually Exclusive, Collectively Exhaustive. 
4 Image attached in fact box, attachment 1. 
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This knowledge and experience will enable you to lead proactively, to facilitate all 
stakeholders to converge around the organisation’s purpose, and thus to grow to peak 
value-creating performance and therefore increase and optimise its systemic impact, 
(financial) health, and reputation.  
 

 
            
Converging leaders, employees, and stakeholders around core purpose, to perform purpose 
value-creation at peak for the benefit of all.  
 
The programme will comprise an individual Webex or Teams interview with you in 
advance of the course in order to learn about your strategic question or ambition, your 
ideal outcome of the course and to map the unique core purpose differentiation of the 
organisation that you own, lead or know very well. This will be followed by a two-day 
workshop of practical sessions, dialoguing, and sharing deep theoretical knowledge 
supported by solid successful experience in business cases, both in small groups and in 
plenum.  

Our annual courses, started in 2006, have attracted an increasingly wide range of 
people, all dedicated to the healthy and sustainable operation, transformation, 
innovation and evolution of organisations. This autumn we expect to attract an 
exclusive group of no more than twelve in total, comprising CEOs, executive board 
members, financial experts advising boards, presidents of boards of non-executives and 
senior consultants, wanting to work on their public, semi-public or private business 
cases of (non)-governmental and not for profit organisations, SMEs, Corporates and 
Start-ups.  

Our goal is to meet every participant’s needs, and we are really looking forward to two 
days of intense work with you. Amsterdam’s natural, architectural and historic beauty 
will provide an attractive environment within which we can all get to know one 
another, and you can develop your capability to lead by means of those core principles 
of strategic purpose.  

Best regards and warm wishes, and we look forward to meeting and working with you. 
 
Kathelijne Drenth and Donald Lancaster  
Co-facilitated by Danielle Beltran, Richard Leachman (remote) and Bauke Zeilstra  
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Leading Whole-Organisation 
Purpose 

Imagine your organisation, 
if and when everyone and everything  

converges towards peak performance… 
 

A course in how to lead systemic value creation 
 

A course for four different target groups in how to evolve, transform, innovate and grow an 
organisation of your choice as a whole by  

- Engaging you with the boost phase ‘From Silo to Whole’  
- And by consequently exploring how to use its core purpose Value Frame®, to lead 

whole organisation purpose and systemic progress and by doing that to grow value 
creation towards purpose at peak  

 
 
Four Target Groups 
 
1. CEO’s/ senior leaders 
Experiential value: The knowledge, understanding, need for and profit of leading 
whole-organisation purpose for making progress beyond sub optimisation, an overview 
and clarity of the Meta process ‘From Silo to Whole’, first experiences of working with 
the core purpose Value Frame® a business frame of uniqueness parameters, 
fundamental to whole-organisation development, evolution, transformation, innovation 
and growth.  
 
This whole-system knowledge enables you as CEO/ senior leader, to invite, stimulate 
and accelerate the progress of your whole organisation as one differentiating organism. 
And to foster its agility and proactive efficiency in today’s VUCA world, not just to 
survive but moreover to thrive. With this knowledge and new tooling, you empower 
yourself to organise and lead whole-systemically. And to grow unique value-creating 
capability, by engaging with and connecting your fellow board members, employees, 
and stakeholders to the difference the organisation is capable of making through what 
you all do. Working and collaborating with the right strategic parameters for performing 
this purpose at peak, empowers you to co-create cross-functionally throughout the 
whole organisation and to organise systemic breakthroughs and growth in value-
creation for the benefit of customers. And preferably for all stakeholders since this leads 
to business continuity and to creating value sustainably.  
 
The adaptable and scalable Meta process From Silo to Whole serves as your roadmap 
to grow to your next level of sentient leadership of systemic co-creation of value of 
your organisation. Once defined, The Value Frame®, a part of this Meta process, once 
defined, serves as a calibration compass for strategic decisions making. If serves to 
clarify if a proposed idea, strategy, activity adds value. And if not the question is why 
do it?  
 
2. Presidents of boards of non-executives 
Experiential value: The knowledge, understanding, need for and profit of leading 
whole-organisation purpose for making progress beyond sub optimisation, an overview 
and clarity of the Meta process ‘From Silo to Whole’, first experiences of working with 
the core purpose Value Frame® a business frame of uniqueness parameters, 
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fundamental to whole-organisation development, evolution, transformation, innovation 
and growth.  
 
This whole-system knowledge enables you, the presidents of boards of non-executives, 
to build a coherent view of the business and its unique value-creation capability at 
peak purpose performance and empowers you to pose the right strategic questions 
related to the three roles of non-executives (employing the CEO, president of the 
executive board, monitoring the long-term value creation of the organisation and 
sound-boarding). Those questions should always be in the interest of all stakeholders, 
in terms of supporting the unique development and growth of the organisation towards 
performing it purpose of value-creation towards at peak.  
  
The core purpose Value Frame® can be used both for the strategic monitoring of the 
organisation as a compass for organisational performance and growth through strategic 
decision-making. And for organising strategic coherence and connection within your 
board of non-executives itself.  
 
3. Financial experts advising boards (executive and non-executive)  
Experiential value: Sound strategic financial decision-making deeply anchored in and 
fostering the unique value-creation capability of their respective company.  
 
This knowledge enables you, the financial expert advising boards (executive and non-
executive), to build a coherent view of the business, and to foster a connection with the 
essence of what the business is about, whether it is a university, a company, a union, a 
municipality or any other organisation. This empowers you to pose the right strategic 
questions concerning investments, finances, ROI contributing to the growth in 
uniqueness, sustainable health and success of the business. And to support the board in 
finding the right whole-system parameters to monitor and measure its progress towards 
value-creation at best, substantiated by current and new information streams and data. 
The questions and KPI’s should always be for the benefit of all stakeholders, in terms of 
supporting the unique whole-systems growth of the organisation to peak purpose 
performance. And to organise business continuity and create value sustainably in 
today’s world of constant change.  
 
4. Senior consultants 
Experiential value: The knowledge, understanding, need for and profit of leading 
Whole – Organisation purpose for making progress beyond sub optimisation, an 
overview and clarity of the Meta process ‘From Silo to Whole’, first experiences of 
working with the core purpose Value Frame® a business frame of uniqueness 
parameters, fundamental to whole-organisation development, evolution, 
transformation, innovation and growth. 
 
This knowledge enables you as a senior consultant, to accompany a board, team and 
organisation in its development, evolution, transformation, innovation and growth. 
Moreover, as a senior consultant it enables you to facilitate and co-create with the 
board to solve structural problems blocking true systemic progress, problems that are 
due to silo-system thinking and framing. Once overcome, the knowledge and 
complementary framing that we offer you clears the way for fostering the organisation’s 
growth in uniqueness in the interest of all stakeholders in a world in which change is 
constant. The Meta process from Silo to Whole and the various applications of the core 
purpose Value Frame® as an integral part of it, seamlessly connect to all of the widely 
established concepts and instruments that you are acquainted with, familiar with or 
favour of (such as Lean, Balanced Scorecard etc.). 
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Sentience  

A sentient organisation is one that intimately knows and lives its whole-organisation 
unique purpose, authentically, coherently and with discipline. Companies such as 
Amazon, Apple, IKEA, McDonald’s and Unilever can all be described as sentient, 
although sentience is probably found most prolifically within family businesses plus the 
ranks of smaller businesses that are closely constructed around the vision of the 
entrepreneur. 

In a sentient organisation experiential value creation is consciously intended, designed, 
organised, led and co-created. In sentient organisations those who lead, work for and 
co-create within the organisation serve its purpose of unique optimal value-creation for 
customers to fully meet their needs. Together they strive to perform purpose at its best 
from intent to integration to impact.  

A sentient company whole-organisationally connects the purpose of 

• the leader to the organisation – aligning his or her uniqueness with that of the 
organisation 

• the organisation to its stakeholders – whether leaders, employees, investors, 
lenders, suppliers or customers 

• the stakeholders to the organisation – aligning their respective uniqueness with 
that of the organisation 

• the organisation to the world – creating unique value within the world. 
 

  The task of connecting all stakeholders to an organisation’s unique purpose and leading 
the organisation forward lies at the heart of every leader’s responsibility. The unique 
purpose of an organisation is complex and multi-faceted and extends across and 
expresses within multiple domains of processes, actions, behaviours, and interests. 
Despite the challenges that this represents, sentient organisations maintain a 
connection and commitment to their uniqueness of purpose in a way that dramatically 
distinguishes them from other less successful organisations. 
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Leading Whole-Organisation 
Purpose 

Imagine your organisation, 
if and when everyone and everything  

converges towards peak performance… 
A course in how to lead systemic value creation 

 

 
 

By Kathelijne Drenth & Donald Lancaster 
Co-facilitated by  

Danielle Beltran, Richard Leachman (remote) Bauke Zeilstra 
The Twelve B.V. 

 

Amsterdam,  
October 11 & 12, 2022 
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Leading Whole-Organisation 
Purpose  

A course in how to lead systemic value creation 
Preceding and following the two-day course 

 
PRE-COURSE  
Participants will be asked for some basic information, plus answers to twelve questions by a 
two-part interview online or by phone. Preparatory homework will also be expected in advance 
of the course.  
 
Interview Part 1 - information  
Questions about the background of the participant and the organisation he/ she is leading/ 
working for, his or her developmental question and motivation attending the course and his/ her 
image of an ideal outcome. 
 
Interview Part 2 – twelve questions  
Twelve questions about the uniqueness of either their own organisation or an organisation they 
are working with and know very well. Answers will be sent to respective participants in advance 
so that they might correct and elaborate them. 
 
Homework 
Participants will be asked to compile a biographical timeline of the development of the 
company that they lead/own/know very well, starting with its foundation and ending with the 
participant’s envisioning of the organisation’s next evolved form in 5-10 years’ time. 
 
Five examples 
Participants will be asked to choose five illustrative examples of the products or services of the 
company that they lead/own/know very well, and which they consider to be exemplary of 
moments of peak performance of their chosen business or organisation.  
 
AFTERCARE 
We will follow up the course a couple of weeks later with a telephone call on a pre-scheduled 
date and time.  
 
Certificate 
At the end of the course, we will issue a signed certificate as evidence that you have actively 
participated in the course.   
  
CRKBO 
The Twelve B.V. is listed on the CRKBO, the Central Register of Short Educational & Vocational 
Training Courses, and we are therefore a recognised institution in terms of the European VAT 
Directive in terms of reclaiming VAT on our training courses.  
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Leading Whole-Organisation 
Purpose  

Imagine your organisation, 
if and when everyone and everything  

converges towards peak performance… 
A course in how to lead systemic value creation 

 

Outline two-day Programme 
 
 

Day 1 
Tuesday October 11, 2022 
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9.00 Welcoming & opening  
 
9.30 Start programme 

• Getting to know each other – participants present themselves, their key question 
and hoped for outcome. 

• Overview of the purpose and programme of the course, an outline of how The 
Twelve B.V. work, its Meta-process ‘From Silo to Whole’ and its two phases, the 
use of the core purpose Value Frame® within both phases plus the outcomes for 
our clients. 

10.00 Setting the Scene 

• A Meta process ‘From Silo to Whole’ to organise business continuity and create 
value sustainably in a VUCA world. 

• An evidence-based instrument, the core purpose Value Frame® for mapping 
core purpose long, medium and short term; a set of twelve MECE unique 
organisational capabilities of the organisation’s value stream. What is the 
purpose of defining those crown jewels of an organisation and why? Where are 
we all at present? What are we facing in the world today? 

A brief story of the arrival of complexity, unpredictability and uncontrollability, 
and the demise of silo management. 

 
• What are we heading towards? 

 Coherence and wholeness, whole-organisations and sentient leadership, 
 which means a pro-active development of –  

° consciousness of unique value-creation capability 
° continuous improvement of capability  
° cross-function, inter-silo and multi-level co-creation  
° creating value and meaning for all stakeholders. 

 
• How do we develop sentient whole-organisations? 

° Engage with keywords such as value-stream, uniqueness, value-creation 
(and the difference between value and values), capability, peak 
performance, co-creation, coherence, whole-organisation, purpose, 
meaning. 

° Focus on differentiation, uniqueness, and organisational wholeness. 
° Develop a consciousness of the uniqueness of the organisation. 
° Operate within shared parameters of unique organisational capability. 
° Understand how the set of twelve unique business capabilities sits 

within an organisation. 
° Understand the relationship between and widely used instruments and 

processes such as Balanced Scorecard, Lean and Blue Ocean 
° And as a prelude on day two, what mainstream processes are common 

and being used in your organisation 
° Engage all stakeholders in the process of co-creation and Iterance. 

 

We hope to stimulate a consciousness of the uniqueness, wholeness, and co-creative 
potential of a sentient organisation by engaging course participants in the process of 
compiling their own organisational Core Purpose Value Frame® and applying it co-
creatively to one of their own current strategic or organisational issues. 
 
11.00 Coffee break 
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11.30 In groups of three – presenting/ refining one participant’s definitions 

Focusing on one participant with two other participants helping, guided by a 
facilitator/consultant.  
 

° Reading out the twelve answers given over Skype 
° Sharing the timeline of the chosen organisation 
° Presenting the five examples of exemplary performance 
° Exploring, refining and polishing the twelve answers. 

 
Preferred outcome: 
 

° A rough set of twelve unique business capabilities of the respective 
organisation, made into one even more refined coherent whole with 
the help of group-members and facilitator. 

° An experience of dialogue and the co-creative process. 
 
12.30 Lunch (1,5 hours) 
 
14.00 In groups of three – presenting/ refining one participant’s set of twelve unique 
business capabilities 
 
15.00 Coffee break  

 
15.15 In groups of three – presenting/ refining one participant’s set of twelve unique 
business capabilities  
 
16.15 Tea break  
 
16.30 The unique value creation parameters of a well-known organisation 

Outline description of the twelve domains of the unique organisational capabilities, 
together embracing the organisation’s value stream as one, within which the twelve 
questions sit, with a brief explanation of the order within the twelve unique business 
capabilities’ frame, and of the different order of the ‘storyline’ presentation. 
 
All participants prepare a storyline presentation to be done in plenum (no competition) 
later on in the evening.  
 
Dinner at the venue 

 
Evening: Storyline presentations 
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Day 2 

Wednesday October 12, 2022 
 

9.00 Welcoming to the second day  
 
9.15 Start programme 

• Ideas from the night, and questions. 
• Background information – the history of the frame of twelve unique business 

capabilities, and a more detailed description of the twelve domains.  
• The use of the frame of twelve unique business capabilities and the Core 

Purpose Value Frame® Radar5 for identifying the room for development and 
growth and gaps or blockages in purpose performance at peak, and for 
evaluating and improving ideas, propositions, strategies, decisions and actions. 

• Participants are asked to imagine their own development in leading their 
organisations sentiently.  

 
Preferred outcome:  

Participants feel they have enough to potentially embark on the journey From Silo to 
Whole and to start using their own set of twelve unique business capabilities 
themselves in one-way or another. 
 
11.00 Coffee break 

 
11.15  In groups of three – compiling a Core Purpose Value Frame® Radar  

Compiling a rough Core Purpose Value Frame® Radar evaluating the overall current 
performance of the participant’s chosen company, identifying the gaps or blockages 
that prevent performance at peak. What is the next step? What is blocking the 
organisation in its overall growth? What is preventing us from addressing the issue? 
With whom do we need to co-create? Are we engaging with all stakeholder interests? 
 
12.30 Lunch + walk 

  

 
5 Image attached in fact box, attachment 1. 
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14.00 The Iterance® process, a business story to incorporate the unique core 
purpose parameters 

A sentient organisation is one that consciously lives its uniqueness as a coherent whole 
organisation. Such an enterprise can only function efficiently if it pro-actively engages 
in cross-function, inter-silo, interconnected and multi-level co-creation. Iterance®6 is a 
tried and tested architecture and an example of a successful co-creative process within 
the core purpose frame of the twelve unique business capabilities.  
 
14.30  In groups of three – crafting an Iterance® process  

Using the Iterance® architecture to design a process for an action within each 
participant’s frame of twelve unique business capabilities  

Preferred outcome: participants live with the knowledge that to grow a sentient 
organisation and to co-create the future together, developmental processes are required 
with all stakeholders sharing and committing to the same organisational core purpose 
 

15.45  Parked and final questions  

16.00 Tea 

16.30 Harvest, evaluation and final questions?  

18.00 Dinner (optional) 

 For those who value it, a Certificate. 

 
6 Image attached in fact box, attachment 1. 
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Leading Whole-Organisation 
Purpose  

A course in how to lead systemic value creation 
 
Investment 
The investment for the course is 4.000 euro, including preparatory interview, workshop material 
and aftercare call and including costs for premises and lunches, excluding costs for dinner and 
staying overnight in a hotel in Amsterdam (room booking in the Hilton with a discount). 
 
To experience the co-creative value of our whole-system framing, we strongly recommend that 
you participate in the course together with a colleague of your choice. Participating in pairs 
makes you more capable of inspiring and integrating what you have learned into your 
organisation. To encourage this, the price for the participation of the colleague of your choice is 
2.500 euros. 
 
We are happy to give you recommendations for accommodation.  
Please subscribe via the weblink or return the subscription form (both on the webpage) by mail 
to office@thetwelve.eu for us to finalise the planning and confirm the location.  
We will send you the preparatory questions when we receive your booking. 
 
Cancellation 
The The Twelve B.V.’s cancellation policy applies to this course. 7 
 
Location DoubleTree by Hilton, October 11 & 12 - 2022 
The “DoubleTree by Hilton” is situated in Amsterdam, next to the Amsterdam Central Station. 
Netherlands TEL: +31-20-5300800 FAX: 31-20-5300801 
 
By car  
Oosterdoksstraat 4, 1011 DK Amsterdam. By car the hotel can be reached easily from the A10 
bypass via the S114 exit and public parking facilities are available underneath the hotel (Parking 
Centrum Oosterdok). 
 
By public transport from Schiphol to Amsterdam CS 
There are regular trains from Schiphol to Amsterdam Central Station, 15-20 minutes and 
approximately € 6. 
 
Taxis from Schiphol Airport to Amsterdam CS 
It takes approximately 25 minutes to travel from the airport to the rear of Amsterdam Central 
Station by taxi and costs max € 40,- provided that you make a reservation in advance at 
http://www.schiphol.nl/Travellers/ToFromSchiphol/SchipholTravelTaxi/ReserveSchipholTravelTa
xi.htm 
 
From Amsterdam CS by to the DoubleTree by Hilton by foot or bike 
By foot or with a bike the DoubleTree by Hilton can be reached in 5’. 
GPS-coordinates Lat: N 52.37671262299962 Lon: E 4.905669093132019. 

 
 

 
7 Cancellation policy - Attachment 2. 

To submission form 
 
 

https://thetwelve.eu/en/leadingwholeorganisationpurpose/
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Attachment 1.  
To give you a succinct overview you herewith find a summarised fact box with short 
definitions of a number of concepts/ processes/ tools as mentioned throughout above 
text.  

The Twelve B.V – is an international consultancy firm specialised in partnering the 
progress of leaders and organisations. We have a substantial track record of guiding, 
facilitating and consulting leaders, boards and teams in their successful leadership of 
individual and organisational development, transformation and innovation. Founded in 
2006 The Twelve has been working with leaders and their profit and non-profit 
organisations, small and large, young and mature within many different countries. 

Meta Process ‘From Silo to Whole’ – to organise business continuity and create value 
sustainably in a VUCA world. Design of a systemic process for development & progress 
in world of constant change, including new complementary systemic framing.  

 

Systemic innovation is existential - to shift towards a next level agile, sentient 
organisation empowered to cocreate optimal value = optimal impact in a VUCA world 
by systemically proactively leading and organising the organisation’s evolution with an 
integral approach.  

Core Purpose Value Frame® – evidence-based instrument for mapping core purpose 
(long, medium and short term) for your organisation. Fractal geometry for defining and 
leading whole organisation purpose. Calibration compass for strategic decision making. 
A business frame of uniqueness of uniqueness parameters, fundamental to whole-
organisation development, evolution, transformation, innovation and growth. Can be 
used both for the strategic monitoring of the organisation as a compass for 
organisational performance and growth through strategic decision making. And for 
organising strategic coherence and connection within a board of leadership team. Part 
of the Meta process.  

 

PRODUCT/ SERVICE - What we 
produce/deliver in the world 

1-2 years
INTEGRATED DASHBOARD - How 

we measure our progress

1-2 years

BUSINESS MODEL - How we 
generate income and make a profit?

1-10 years

POSITIONING - How we are 
recognised

1-2 years

UNIQUE COMPETENCE -
What we can do uniquely

1-2 years

ORGANISING IDEA - What we say 
that we do

5-10 years

CUSTOMER NEEDS - The needs of 
our customers/ patients/ clients/ 
inhabitants and visitors/ students/ 
members/ guests that we satisfy
1-2 years

BRAND PERSONALITY - How we 
present to the world

1-10 years

VISION - What inspires us into the 
future

5-10 years

CULTURAL VALUES - How we 
behave to others

5-10 years

PROFOUND PURPOSE - The 
difference we want to make

1-20 yearsBRAND ESSENSE - The inner sense of what we 
do

Continuously

© The Twelve B.V. / www.thetwelve.eu

core purpose Value Frame®
What is our organisation’s core 

capability to create unique 
experiential value at best?

Planning/ 
management

Experience/ 
customers

Capacity/ 
organisation

Motivation/ 
stakeholders
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Resulting in a clear definition of the unique core purpose at best as a set of twelve 
MECE unique personal/organisational capabilities or design principles of systemic 
value (value stream) for the person/organisation. 

 

 

Value Frame® Radar - identifying the room for development and growth, gaps, 
blockages and for evaluating and improving ideas, strategies, decisions, actions and 
stakeholders. 

 

  

Product/ Service
Forecast- and reanalysis system forecasting re-analysing ground and 

surface water around the world on a global-hectare basis, with multiple 
applications for governments, industries and businesses affected by or 
involved in water, giving them very detailed comprehensive up-to-date 

information, of particular value for managing crop growing, energy 
production, floods & droughts. 

Integrated dashboard
Number of companies using the 

system; new services; client 
acquisition; new applications; new 

sources of information; registration of 
patents; technical advances

Business model
Supplying business & governments 

affected by changes in quality and 
quantity of water status, with detailed 

up-to-date forecasts that are immediately 
accessible & applicable to their needs 

with continuously amplified feedback, 
building an ever-growing increasingly 

rich knowledge base

Positioning
The global resource for water 

information

Unique competence
Hydrological knowledge, & high 

performance computing

Organising idea
Global water information when it matters 

Customer needs
Highly detailed, accurate forecasts 
up to date comprehensive 
information about water quantity, 
quality & distribution around the 
world, locally and globally; easy & 
immediate access; suitable for 
universal application, empowered 
anticipation 

Brand personality
Values: transparent; comprehensive; 
trustworthy; accessible; easy to use; 
flexible; up to date; state-of-the-art;
professional; interaction with the system; 
communication; innovative
Archetype: ‘the water shaman’
Style: open, inviting & collaborative
Customer-image: professionals needing 
reliable up-to-date essential water 
information

Vision
eWaterCycle is the goto entity for 
water information

Cultural values
Co-creativity; science; trust; 
multidisciplinary; nerdy; joy

Profound purpose
Better management of the resources, better 
impact and use of water globally, enabling 
pro-active emergency response

Brand essence
‘water-smart’

http://ewatercycle.org/
Core Purpose Value Frame® The Twelve B.V.  www.thetwelve.eu

Core Purpose

Product/ service
1–2 years

Integrated dashboard
1-2 years

Business model
1-10 years 

Positioning
1-2 years

Unique competence
1-2 year

Organising principle
5-10  years

Customer needs
1-10 years

Brand personality
1–2 years

Vision
5-10 years

Cultural Values
In 5-10 years

Profound Purpose
10-20 years

Brand Essence
Continuously

© The Twelve B.V. 
www.thetwelve.eu

SOLL: the twelve definitions of our organisation’s 
unique capability to co-create experiential value at 
peak performance

IST: radar evaluations of our current level of 
value-creation performance

The gap between IST and SOLL represents our room for 
development, innovation, evolution and growth

Our MISSION is to bridge the gap between IST and 
SOLL, using the Value Frame® for right decision-making 
in order to fully lead, co-create and manifest the WHY 
together, in all the work that we do

The Core 
Purpose Value 

Frame® defines 
the non-

negotiable 
parameters of 

the whole 
organisation’s 
WHY, in the 

short, medium 
and long term
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Iterance® Process – tried and tested architecture to design a systemic strategy 
process for organising and leading systemic progress 

 

Value Frame® software Intent® - Photo of a team working with the core purpose Value 
Frame® software Intent® 

 
 

How do we co-create unique experiential value?

Iterance® process

The Iterance® architecture of shared process  ©The Twelve B.V. www.thetwelve.eu

Becoming
Experiencing and navigating

what emerges and how things
work out, and acting on that

consequence in the light of the
shared purpose

Planning
Scheduling the process in
terms of priority, rhythm

and time

Imagining

Designing and willing the process 
and initiatives to make the

objectives come about

Leading
Being and doing everything it takes
to transform the value-stream, fully
engaging all those responsible for

leading the transformation with
what is being led

Envisioning
Identifying the shared purpose
behind the challenge currently

being addressed, in a potent
imagination of the future

Enquiring
Understanding the question

that underlies the current
challenge in the context of the

future purpose

Communicating
Sharing the ideas, concepts,

issues and progression of the
shared objectives and purpose

THE TWELVE B.V.

Core purpose
Value Frame® 
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Attachment 2.  

CANCELLATION POLICY THE TWELVE B.V. 

All cancellations of projects (including substitutions/transfers/postponement) must be 
confirmed in writing (via email) to: 

Office management The Twelve B.V. 
office@thetwelve.eu 
 
The date of cancellation is considered to be the date of receipt, and will be acknowledged 
in writing within 3 working days. 

The cancellation policy of The Twelve B.V. applies to all cancellations, transfers and 
postponements received 45 days or less prior to the commencement of the project. 

The following cancellation fees shall apply: 
45 - 30 days prior to the commencement of the project, workshop or course, The Twelve 
B.V. charges 25% of tuition fee. 
29 - 8 days prior to the commencement of the project, workshop or course, The Twelve 
B.V. charges 50% of tuition fee.  
7 days or less prior to the commencement of the project, workshop or course, The Twelve 
B.V. charges 100% of tuition fee. 

 
To receive a full refund, the notice of cancellation must be received more than 45 days 
prior to the commencement of the project. It is therefore important that you inform us in a 
timely manner if you must cancel your participation. 

Any questions regarding our cancellation policy may be directed to the Office of The 
Twelve B.V. 

July 2022 

 

To submission form 
 
 
 

https://thetwelve.eu/en/leadingwholeorganisationpurpose/

